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Dear Reader,

Welcome to the Winter 2019 / 20 edition of Military Book News

Autumn, or Back End as it’s sometimes known in my part
of the world (Lancashire), is often seen as a time of slowing
down.
It seems to be the opposite here at Helion. Both
Serena, the other member of the Century of the Soldier
team, and I are moving at a pace to get the last of 2019’s
scheduled books ready to go off to print. We are a bit
busier this year as we are also working on our new series,
’From Retinue to Regiment, 1453-1618’ which covers
military history from the fall of Constantinople to the eve
of the Thirty Years War. Next April we shall be launching a
new series, ‘Helion Wargames’ – but more of that in the
Spring edition of Military Book News.
In this edition, Century of the Soldier author Michael
von Fredholm looks at one of the bloodiest battles in

history, The Lund, fought on 4 December 1676, and Rob
Anderson looks at how to wargame the battle. Andrew
Bamford keeps us up to date with all that is new in the
‘From Reason to Revolution 1721-1815’ book series and
Tom Cooper briefs us on the latest developments in the
modern era.
More from me in the Spring
Charles Singleton
Editor
Email charlesjsingleton@yahoo.co.uk
This edition’s front cover is ‘Hawley at Falkirk’ (Painting by
Peter Dennis © Helion and Co. 2019) from King George’s
Hangman by Jonathan Oates.
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Helion Events for 2020
(so far)
West Midlands Military Modelling Show,
Wolverhampton, 8 March
Hammerhead, Newark, Saturday, 14 March
Bosworth Study Day, Leicester, 28 March
Salute, Docklands, 18 April
From Reason to Revolution Conference,
Derby, 25 April
Century of the Soldier Conference,
Shrewsbury, 31 October
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The Battle of Lund, 1676
Michael von Fredholm

The most devastating battle on Scandinavian soil was for
long held to have been the semi-mythical eighth-century
Battle of Brávellir, in which many legendary kings and heroes
fought and died. However, in the cold winter of late 1676
ancient memories were eclipsed by the real thing: the Battle
of Lund.
The battle formed part of the
Scanian War, which was fought
from 1675 to 1679 between, on
one side, a coalition of primarily
Brandenburg and DenmarkNorway and, on the other, Sweden.
The war was mainly fought in
Scania and the surrounding
provinces, which were former
Danish lands, and in northern
Germany. The conflict had complex
origins and effectively constituted
two separate wars, one between
Sweden and Brandenburg-Prussia,
the Holy Roman Empire, and
several German principalities, and a
separate war between Sweden and
Denmark and the Netherlands.
Sweden’s experiences in the
Scanian War laid the foundation
for the first substantial reform
2
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of the Swedish army since the Thirty Years War. Both the
Danish and Swedish kings personally participated in the war.
For the young Swedish King Charles XI, who came from a
warlike dynasty, the war was a pivotal experience. As a boy,
he had eagerly anticipated going to war. As a king, he took
an active part in all major battles. The Scanian War was very
much Charles’s war, and his role
was equally that of a commanderin-chief and a junior company
commander. Based on what he had
learnt, King Charles restructured
the Swedish army after the war
and established a comprehensive
and efficient military system that
enabled Sweden repeatedly to
mobilise trained armies during
the even more devastating Great
Northern War (1700-1721) which
followed a generation later.
At Lund, the Swedish army
consisted of about 7,500 men.
They faced at least some 12,000 to
13,000 Danes. During the fighting,
King Charles soon accidentally
ended up in a Danish squadron.
Fortunately for him, the lack of
national uniforms and his own

General area of Scania war.

Southern Sweden.

relatively simple officer’s dress meant that the Danes failed
to notice his mistake. As soon as Charles had realised his
position, he managed to withdraw, and so saved himself.
But before this, one of the more remarkable incidents during
the battle took place. Colonel Bielke later described what
happened:
Both units had merged to the extent
that they stood mixed among each
other. Nobody could recognize the other
because of the gun smoke, with the
result that His Majesty ordered a Danish
squadron to advance and the kettledrums to play, believing, since it stood
between two Swedish squadrons, that
it was Ramsvärd’s Old Smålanders, who
carried red standards, which however
upon closer inspection turned out to have
white crosses, since they belonged to the
King of Denmark’s Life Regiment Cavalry.
In fact, Bielke was wrong on one account. The Danish
squadron did not belong to the Danish Life Regiment
Cavalry, which was on the Danish right wing, but can almost
certainly be identified as a squadron of the Schleswig Cavalry
Regiment, which carried red standards of the type described
and was in the right location.
The Swedish attack broke the Danish left wing. Men
began to retreat in disorder, which soon turned into
headlong flight pursued by King Charles and his cavalry.
The rest of the Swedish army continued fighting. Hours
later, King Charles returned with the remains of nine cavalry


Battle of Lund, second phase.

squadrons. However, the Danes then formed up to face him
with more than twenty cavalry squadrons and five infantry
battalions. King Charles again led his men in a charge.
The Swedes were not sufficiently strong to maintain their
momentum. Yet, King Charles managed to push through the
Danish lines together with only his military mentor, General
Ascheberg, his head of intelligence, Colonel Dahlbergh,
and a single, unidentified survivor of the King’s bodyguard.
Although repeatedly shot at (Dahlbergh’s coat and saddle
were ruined by stray bullets), against all odds the four
men reached the Swedish lines without suffering a single
wound, and King Charles resumed command over whatever
remained of the Swedish army.
The return of their King reinvigorated the Swedes. By
then, the Danes were still probably numerically stronger.
However, their position was now hopeless, and like the
Swedish troops, the Danes, too, were exhausted. The
final battle lasted only around 15 minutes. The Danes,
thoroughly defeated, suffered great losses and most fled.
The battle of Lund was an exceptionally bloody contest.
Almost half the participants remained dead on the field, and
yet more died within days. The total number of dead was
counted but nobody tried to separate them by nationality.
Casualties were also exceptionally high among the senior
commanders. Danish casualties included one general and
eleven colonels, while Swedish casualties, despite their
smaller number, included three generals and fourteen
colonels.
For King Charles and the Swedes, the victory at Lund
allowed them to retain operational freedom in southern
Sweden. This was needed, since the war was not yet over
and indeed continued for three more years. ◆
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The Battle of Lund
4th December 1676
A Scenario for a re-fight
Rob Anderson
The Battle of Lund was one of the main actions of the
Scanian War 1675-79 and fought in Skane, the disputed
southern part of Sweden at the time. The area had been
handed to Sweden as part of the Treaty of Roskilde in 1658
following The Second Northern War between the Swedes
and Danes. Following the defeat of the Swedish by the
Brandenburg army at Fehrbellin in 1675 the Swedes were
tied up with holding onto their lands in Germany whilst
also fighting the Danish Navy at sea. The Danish seized
the chance of invading Skane in June 1676 to recover what
they considered to be their land and pushed the defending
Swedish Army into Malmo which the Swedes had fortified
and now became under siege from the Danes. In the middle
of August 1676 the Swedish King Charles XI marched south
from Smaland with an army to attack the invading Danish
Army which resulted in the Battle of Halmstad. The Swedish
won the battle and the defeated Danish contingent headed
south to join their main army. The Swedes gathered more
men and in October headed south to relieve the siege of
Malmo. In November they approached the area of Lund
where the Danish King Christian V had made his camp with
4
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his army south of the Kavlinge River. The Danes controlled
all of the river crossings which gave the Swedish Army no
chance of moving to continue on to Malmo without making
a long detour. In late November the winter hit hard and the
river began to freeze allowing the Swedish Army to cross
on the morning of the 4th December under the cover of
darkness. It is believed the Danes were under the impression
the Swedes had gone into winter quarters with no intentions
of fighting until the Spring but they were awakened by a
Swedish Army on their doorstep.
The armies formed up with the following orders of
battle
Swedish Army order of battle
King Charles XI
Field Marshall Simon Grundel-Helmfelt
Right Wing
First Line
Karelska Dragonregementet – 2 sqds (260 men)
Drabanterna – 1 sqd (150)

Livregementet – 5 sqds (550)
Abo-Viborgs Regementet – 4 sqds (303)
Second Line
Skane-Bohaslans Dragonregementet – 1 sqd (60)
Adelsfanen – 2 sqds (200)
Adelns Bevillning – 2 sqds (170)
Smalands – 1 sqd (120)
Civilstatens Bevillning – 1 sqd (100)
Centre
First Line
Gardet – 3 Btns (600)
Skaraborgs Regementet – 1 btn (243)
Dalregementet – 1 btn (125)
Vastgota-Dals Regementet – 1 btn 96)
Halsinge Regementet – 1 btn (101)
Narke-Varmlands Regementet – 1 btn (117)
Norlandska Tremanningar – 1 btn (176)
8 Six pounder artillery pieces
Second Line
1st Karelska Dragonregementet – 2 sqds (243)
Gamla Ostgotar – 1 sqd (66)
Gastrike-Halsinge Tremanningar – 1 btn (193)
Gamlar Ostgotar – 1 sqd (66)
2nd Karelska Dragonregementet – 1 sqd (90)
Smalanska Dragoner – 1 sqd (100)

2nd Sjaellandske Rytterregiment – 2 sqds (260)
1st Fynske Rytterregiment – 3 sqds (390)
2nd Sjaellandske Rytterregiment – 3 sqds (390)
Centre
First Line
Kongens Livregiment - 2 btns (680)
Prins Georgs Refiment – 2 Btns (680)
Stuarts Regiment – 1 btn (340)
Hertugen af Croys Regiment – 1 btn (340)
Prins Frederiks Regiment – 2 btns (680)
Dronningens Livregiment – 2btns (680)
Second Line
Lutkens Regiment – 1 btn (340)
4th Jyske Regiment – 1 btn (340)
1st Fynske Regiment – 1 btn (340)
Dutch Naval Infantry – 3 btns (1290)
3rd Jyske Regiment – 1 btn (340)
Herugen af Plons Regiment – 1 btn (340)
56 artillery pieces of varying calibres
Left Wing
3rd Jyske Rytterregiment – 3 sqds (390)
Jyske Rostjeneste – 2 sqds (260)
2nd Jyske Rytterregiment – 3 sqds (390)
2nd Fynske Rytterregiment – 3 sqds (390)
Rauchs Rytterregiment – 2 sqds (260)

Left Wing
First Line
Smalands Ryttare – 1 sqd (90)
Viborg Lans Rytarre – 5 sqds (600)
Vastgota Ryttare – 4 sqds (400)
2nd Karelska Dragonregementet – 2 sqds (295)
Second Line
Adelns Fordubbling – 4 sqds (590)
Ankedrottningens Livreregementet – 2 sqds (149)
2nd Karelska Dragonregementet – 1 sqd (98)
Danish Army order of battle
King Christian V
General Carl von Arensdorff
Right Wing
Ortzens Dragonregiment – 3 sqds (390)
Hestgarden – 2 sqds (260)
Livregiment Ryttere – 3 sqds (390)
1st Jyske Rytterregiment – 3 sqds (390)
Sjaellandke Rostjeneste – 2 sds (260)
Bauditz Rytterregiment – 3 sqds (390)


Battle of Lund, first phase.
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Slesvig-Holstenske Rytterregiment – 3 sqds (390)
4th Jyske Rytterregiment – 3 sqds (390)
Brockenhaus Dragonregiment – 3 sqds (390)
Infantry Battalions are averaged at 340 men, Cavalry
squadrons at 130 men and the Naval Battalions at 430 men
The Battle
The Swedes made their way across the river with the
intention of attacking the sleeping Danes with their cavalry
however patrols discovered the approach was unsuitable
for horses. A hasty command meeting was undertaken and
Charles was advised to take his army towards the hills along
the north wall of Lund. The Swedish Army set off for their
destination but by this point the Danes had woken up, broke
camp and on realising the Swedish intention decided to try
and take the advantage by reaching the hills first.
On the approach to the hills the Danish left wing clashed
with the Swedish right and the resultant skirmish bought
Charles enough time to reach and secure his intended
location, pushing the Danes eastward. The armies lined up
with the Swedes to the west and the Danes to the east.
The sun rose at around 9am and the battle began with
Charles leading a flanking attack with his right towards the
Danish left. The Danes were pushed back and as they ran the
Swedish Cavalry pursued them, cutting them up for almost
5 miles up to the river. Some of the Danish Army were forced

6
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onto the ice which did not hold and resulted in many of the
left wing drowning.
The Danish right wing, led by General Arensdorff’s
brother Friedrich attacked the Swedish left causing them to
break and turned the front so the Swedish centre had their
backs to Lund. Without the support of King Charles and
his cavalry the rest of the Swedish Army was outnumbered
and in fear of being destroyed but Arensdorff called off the
attack in favour of reorganising his lines, leaving the Swedes
contemplating the Danish commander’s next move.
Meanwhile Charles was still at the river and took the
decision to break off the pursuit of the Danish cavalry and
make his way back to Lund, arriving at around sunset,
roughly 3pm, where Arensdorff had renewed his attacks
on the Swedish centre who were by now in real trouble.
Arensdorff became aware of the approaching Swedish
cavalry and took the decision to stop the attack on the
Swedish centre. He turned his attention towards the
approach of Charles which allowed the Swedish centre to
become stirred and attack the Danish rear. In less than an
hour the Danish Army had broken and tried to retreat. As
they did so they were massacred until Grundel-Helmfelt
called a halt to the slaying of the Danes and the battle
resulted in a Swedish victory
The battle is often seen as one of the bloodiest ever
fought with around 75% overall casualties to both armies. ◆

Introducing – From Retinue to
Regiment 1453-1618
or

Have Pike will travel
Charles Singleton, Series Editor
With the publication of Richard III and
the Battle of Bosworth, the weekend of
17/18 August saw the launch of the new
‘From Retinue to Regiment 1453-1618’
book series at the Bosworth Festival, in
Leicestershire.
The period 1453 to 1618 connects
the High Mediaeval Period to the Early
Modern Era. Commonly known as
the Renaissance, it saw technological
advances and significant social and cultural change. Catholic
dominance was challenged by the rise of the new Protestant
religions, and western Europe was itself challenged by the
rise of the Ottoman Empire. The New World was discovered
and greater links with the east were created. This period
also saw the fall of Constantinople to the Turks and the last
major battle of the Hundred Years War, both in 1453. The
use of gunpowder and artillery played an ever-increasing role
in war, and this was coupled with the rise of the professional
soldier. The condottieri, landsknecht and janissary were all to
march across the battlefields of Europe and beyond.
Army organisation also changed. The mid to late 15th
century still saw armies based around the lance fournie or
‘retinue’ of the High Medieval Era; formations based around
a lord and his immediate men-at-arms and other supporters.
By the mid-16th century, Italian officers were fielding their
troops in formations known as battagliones, and by the end



of the century the French term régiment was in common
usage.
‘From Retinue to Regiment 1453–1618’ will examine
this period in a broad sweep. It will examine the wars
and battles through narrative, as well as looking at the
equipment, clothing and logistics involved.
Like its sister series ‘Century of the Soldier 1618-1721’
and ‘From Reason to Revolution 1721-1815’, ‘From Retinue
to Regiment’ will also play host to live events. The first of
these will be a Bosworth Study and Tour Day on Saturday 28
March 2020. Please see the advertisement in this magazine
for more details.
By the time you are reading this, the first four books
in the series will be published. Mike Ingram’s book on
Bosworth, that launched the series, is the first major
examination of the battle since the discovery of the new
location of the famous battle. Not only does the author
place the fight within a context, he looks in detail at the
impact a large French contingent fighting for Henry Tudor
had on the battle.
We were honoured for our second book to publish the
80th book by Stephen Turnbull, recognised as the west’s
leading specialist in Japanese warfare of the Renaissance.
Tanaka 1587 is the first account in any language of a largely
unknown siege which has only recently come to light thanks
to archaeological discoveries.
Continued on page 10
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FROM REASON TO REVOLUTION CONFERENCE 2020

ARMIES AND ENEMIES OF

NAPOLEON
1789-1815

SATURDAY 25 APRIL
10:00am TO 5:00pm

DERBY MUSEUM AND ART GALLERY
THE STRAND, DERBY, DE1 1BS
Helion and Company are proud to announce
the 2020 From Reason to Revolution Conference,
generously sponsored by the British Commission
for Military History and The Waterloo
Association, and hosted by Derby Museums
Trust. This year’s conference will focus on warfare
in the age of Napoleon, looking at aspects of the
armies of both sides and their experiences on
campaign and in battle.
Many of the speakers are published authors of
works in the From Reason to Revolution series,

8
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or are working towards some of our future titles,
and include some major names in international
Napoleonic studies. Our speakers will cover both
mainstream topics and some more unusual and
overlooked aspects of the era, and it is hoped that
the papers will provoke the usual interesting and
lively discussions.
Hot and cold drinks will be available throughout
the day, a buffet lunch will be provided, and we
will be launching new publications on the day with
special introductory offers and other discounts.

The ‘From Reason to
Revolution’ series covers
the period of military
history c.1721–1815, an
era in which fortressbased strategy and linear
battles gave way to the
nation-in-arms and the
beginnings of total war.
This era saw the evolution and growth of light troops
of all arms, and of increasingly flexible command
systems to cope with the growing armies fielded by
nations able to mobilise far greater proportions of
their manpower than ever before. Many of these
developments were fired by the great
political upheavals of the era, with
revolutions in America and France
bringing about social change
which in turn fed back into
the military sphere as whole
nations readied themselves for
war. Only in the closing years of
the period, as the reactionary
powers began to regain the
upper hand, did a military
synthesis of the best of the old
and the new become possible.
The series examines the
military and naval history
of the period in a greater
degree of detail than has
hitherto been attempted,
and has a very wide
brief, with the intention
of covering all aspects
from the battles,
campaigns, logistics,
and tactics, to the
personalities, armies, uniforms,
and equipment.

CONFERENCE PAPERS

Strategy, Operations, and Logistics

PHILIP BALL – The Unfortunate General
Mack: Reputation, Prejudice and Luck in 18th
century Strategy
TERRY CROWDY – Military Intelligence in
the Italian Campaign
ALEXANDER MIKABERIDZE – For the
Czar and the Fatherland: Russian Conscription
Service during the Napoleonic Wars

Serving Foreign Powers

ALISTAIR NICHOLS – French émigré units
in British pay: the white cockade regiments,
1794–1802
MARK EDWARD HAY – Incorporation,
Destruction, Reorganisation. The Dutch Armed
Forces between Annexation and Liberation,
1810-1815

The Spanish Ulcer

JOHN MARSDEN – The French and Spanish
Sieges of Astorga
KENTON WHITE – The French Method of
War in the Peninsula
ROBERT GRIFFITH – Light Bobs & Jägers:
Wellington’s Battalions of Light Companies in
the Peninsula

Our sponsors: www.bcmh.org.uk

www.waterlooassociation.org.uk

Hosted by: www.derbymuseums.org

TICKETS £30
PER PERSON

Follow us for the latest book
releases, news and events

helionbooks

including buffet lunch and
drinks throughout the day

Tickets can be booked online at

www.helion.co.uk/events
or call us on 01926 499 619

Any questions can be directed to From Reason to Revolution series editor Andrew Bamford at

Details
the venue
be found
 andrewbamford18@gmail.com.
If you can’t find what you’re looking
for,ofplease
contactcan
us directly
and at
wewww.derbymuseums.org.
will do our best to help you 9

Mike Ingram: author giving a talk at the Bosworth Battlefield Centre.

Continued from page 7
The Army of the Swabian League by Douglas Miller looks
at how newly emerging military systems and organisations
evolve and adapt to meet the threat of rebellion during the
Italian Wars of the early 16th Century. The final book of the
year is The Italian Wars Volume 1: The Expedition of Charles VIII
into Italy and the Battle of Fornovo by Massimo Predonzani and
Alberici Vincenzon. It’s the first of five volumes which look at
the whole of the Italian Wars, and examines the changing
equipment, clothing and especially heraldry of the conflict.
It’s very early days yet for the series, but it’s already
made a big impact: we are already getting 2020’s releases
ready for publication.
As ever we welcome any ideas for publication and look
forward to speaking to potential authors. ◆
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A Coy 1st 6th Cheshires at Wandrecques

Misconceptions about Manning
in the First World War
Alison Hine
Perhaps inevitably, various misconceptions have grown up
around the manning of an Army that increased fourteenfold during the four years between 1914-1918. Some of
these are relatively minor whilst others are more farreaching.
One relating to the volunteers of 1914 is that they were
all destined to join the new Service battalions of “Kitchener’s
New Army’, which would not see action until the first
day of the Battle of the Somme in 1916. Examination of
newspaper accounts of the time shows that a large number
of these men joined the existing Reserve battalions, destined
to reinforce the Line battalions. For example, in late August
out of 950 men enlisting in Chester for normal Army service,
some 600 joined the 3rd (Special Reserve) Cheshire battalion
whilst 350 enlisted specifically for the ‘Service Battalion,
Cheshire Regiment for Lord Kitchener’s army’. A fair number
of these newly forming Service battalions would have been
in France for several months, even in some cases a year or
more, before the Somme started and would have already
seen action at Hooge and Loos.
During 1915, the steadily decreasing flood of
volunteers led to the introduction of conscription in early


1916. From this it has frequently been assumed that every
man enlisting after January 1916 was conscripted and that
therefore, simplistically, half the men joining between
1914-18 were conscripts. However, not only did it remain
possible throughout the war to volunteer for service before
being enlisted but also that many of those who attesting
under the four months’ operation of the Derby scheme, from
October 1915 to 1 March 1916, were not called up for some
months and even years. Due to the way in which enlistment
figures were collected, it is actually impossible to say with
any certainty the exact numbers of those who volunteered
and those who were conscripted.
It is often claimed that the introduction of the
Training Reserve in late 1916 marked a move towards
the ‘nationalisation’ of the Army and the destruction of
Regimental identities. A close reading of the Instruction
creating it, however, shows that this was far from the
intention. Instead, it specifically stipulated that the main
Regimental reserves, namely the Special, Extra, where they
existed, and Territorial Force reserves were to be kept filled
up by recruits gained from the Regimental recruiting areas
in order to continue to provide drafts for the battalions of
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3rd RWF at Litherland

their parent regiments. Only once all the regimental reserves
of the parent Command were full, would surplus recruits
be diverted to Training Reserve battalions affiliated to it.
Inevitably, the system would creak when confronted by the
huge losses of Third Ypres and the German Spring Offensive,
but it remains possible to see it working even late in the war
for those battalions in fertile recruiting areas.
Perhaps the greatest misconception is a political one.
By early 1918, there was a growing national manpower
crisis. The sudden availability of reinforcements for France
following the German Spring Offensive has encouraged the
view that Lloyd George had deliberately retained men at
home. In reality, he did not have sufficient support, either
in the War Cabinet or Parliament, to have singlehandedly
imposed a restriction on Army manpower. The nub of the
matter is that by late 1917 the nation’s available manpower
had dwindled, and the Army’s demands for more men were
in competition with those of civilian industries, such as
munitions, equally essential for the war effort.
There is in fact no evidence that the War Cabinet set
out deliberately to withhold men from the Army. Instead
it appears to have been a systemic problem, with the War
Cabinet simply unable to force the great departments
of state to release their manpower. The introduction of
national compulsion of the workforce would have helped
but the trades unions and the labour movement were
strongly opposed to its introduction. New legislation was
required but this, ironically, would be made possible only by
12
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the 1918 German Spring offensive.
By mid-August 1918, the perception in Third Army was
that 50 percent of its Infantry were ‘boys’. A detailed analysis
of the fatalities suffered by selected battalions during the
100 Days shows that the percentage of 18- and 19-year olds
was in fact much less. Admittedly, battalions were under
strength given the pace of the advance and the successive
military actions in which they took part. Reinforcements
continued to be sent forward, however, and it became a case
of when and where they would find the battalion to which
they had been sent. Could the number of reinforcements
available have been sufficient to have continued the war into
1919? Given the state of the nation’s manpower, possibly
not.
The study of manpower during the First World War
does not attract the attention of those more interested in
tales of Regimental exploits. However, in common with
the requirements for logistics, the availability of manpower
dictated to a very large extent the course of many actions.
A former Army Officer, Alison Hine gained her PhD from the
University of Birmingham in 2015. Her research has now
been published by Helion as Refilling Haig’s Armies. ◆

Air Power and the Arab
World 1909-1955
Tom Cooper
Since the early years of the 20th century, the Arab World
has been plagued with foreign occupation, external threats
and conflict. Nevertheless, most Arabic-speaking people
spent most of their lives in peace, though rarely in freedom.
Seen from a different perspective, one might say that,
since the first days of powered flight, the Arab World has
remained in this unenviable position. Small wonder that
Arab governments – where they existed in any form of
relative independence – not only sought to strengthen their
military forces, but have focused considerable attention and
resources upon developing air forces. At the same time, the
colonial powers which then dominated the Arab lands laid a
comparable emphasis on the power and effectiveness of the
air assets which they stationed across so much of the Arab
world.
Until recently, Western European and North American
aviation historians have largely focussed upon what might
be called the “occupying air forces” of France, Italy and
the United Kingdom, as well as that of their would-be
replacement or ally Germany. Scant attention was given to
indigenous Arab air forces, except when the latter faced the
Israeli Air Force in combat. The relatively limited success
enjoyed by Arab air forces in the too numerous Arab-Israeli
air wars then resulted in greater attention being given to
the background and operational history of the Israeli Air
Force. This imbalance was strengthened by the reluctance
of most Arab governments to permit the release of accurate
information about the histories of their own air forces,
further compounded by the relative inaccessibility of those
reliable Arabic sources which did exist.
Fortunately, this reticence, if not the problem of
locating and translating Arabic sources, is gradually
changing, at least where some of the major Arab air forces
are concerned. Helion’s new @War series entitled “Air
Power and the Arab World 1909-1955” is intended to take
advantage of this changed atmosphere, drawing upon
over half a century of research by Dr. David Nicolle and his
co-authors. Hopefully, the result will provide something of a
breakthrough in the study and publication of the history of
Arab air forces, their personnel, equipment and operational
histories, as well as the political, social and cultural
environments in which they served.
At present this mini-series is intended to run to


A Standard Voisin flying past a largely European crowd of
spectators and a lancer of the Cairo Mounted Police at the
Heliopolis Aviation Week in February 1910. (EAF Museum)

An Etrich Taube monoplane operated by the Italian Army
in Libya of 1911-1912. (Maggiori Aeronautica)

A Rumpler C.IV from one of the German Pasa squadrons over
an Ottoman Army supply convoy of camels in Syria or Palestine,
late during the First World War. (Tukish Naval Museum)
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The Italian airships P2 and P3 in their hanger in Tripoli, in
1912. (Stato Maggiori Aeronautica via R. Catellani)

multiple volumes, the first of which was published in
August 2019. Each volume is intended to include 15-21
full-colour artwork profiles of selected aircraft, plus maps
and a substantial bibliography of published and unpublished
sources. Many of the latter have not previously been made
public and, of these, the “star turn” is the greater part of
the Royal Egyptian Air Force tactical air force’s Operational
Diary for the Palestine War (Israeli War of Independence)
1948-49. ◆

Two unidentified, solar topee-wearing members
of Pasa 300 squadron next to their Rumpler C.Ia
in Palestine. (Ole Nikolajsen Collection)

The Breguet Type 3 R.U1 flown by Henri Brégi from
Casablanca to Fez, with stops at Rabat and Meknes,
in September 1911. This was the first aeroplane
ever to fly in Morocco. (Artwork by Tom Cooper)

The Etrich Stahltaube, built by Lohner and powered
by an Austro-Daimler engine, flown by Sottotenente
Guillio Gavotti when he dropped four small 2kg
Cipelli bombs on Ottoman troops outside Tripoli,
on 1 November 1911 – in the first ‘air strike’ in
history of warfare. (Artwork by Tom Cooper)

This Savoia-Pomilio SIA 5b was an Italian licencebuilt version of the Maurice Farman MF.11, with
a 100hp Fiat-10 or 110hp Colombo D.1110
engine, operated by the Italians in Libya during
the First World War. (Artwork by Tom Cooper)

This – rather well-worn – Rumpler C.Ia of
the Ottoman 3rd Bölük (3rd Squadron) was
operated over what is nowadays southern
Jordan in 1916. (Artwork by Tom Cooper)
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From Reason to Revolution
Andrew Bamford
The year 2020 sees a number of new developments as the
From Reason to Revolution series continues to grow, with
over 20 new titles scheduled for release.
Some of these follow on from themes already
developed within the series and will complement existing
titles on such topics as the Seven Years War, American war of
Independence, French Revolutionary Wars, and Napoleonic
Wars. We are also continuing our expansion into maritime
history with several titles focusing on naval actions across
the era. Fans of uniform books will welcome a new study
of Austrian cavalry 1792-1815 by Enrico Acerbi and Andras
Molnar, sumptuously illustrated by Bruno Mugnai, as well as
the first volumes of a three-part work, written and illustrated
by David Wilson, on the Danish army in the Napoleonic
Wars.
In a new development, the second half of the year
will see the series pay its first visits to the wars on the
Indian subcontinent, with a matched pair of titles by Andy
Copestake and Josh Provan respectively. The first of these
will look at the army of Hindustan, whilst the second deals
with the British troops who fought under Wellesley and
Lake in the Second Maratha War. Both of these will be in our
illustrated Falconet format, so as to enable us to properly
recreate the appearance of the troops in these colourful
campaigns.
2020 also marks the 275th anniversary of the
tumultuous events of 1745 which saw the last pitched
battles fought on British soil, and we will be marking this
with a number of titles and events. The French victory at
Fontenoy in May 1745 helped set the scene for the Jacobite
Rising that began in the autumn and will be covered n the
first volume of Mike McNally’s two-part study of Maurice
de Saxe’s conquest of the Netherlands. Moving onto the



Jacobite campaign itself, series editor Andrew Bamford
has brought together a team of contributors to look at the
forces who opposed the Jacobites with a particular focus on
the troops raised in both England and Scotland specifically
to combat the Rising. As a result of this anniversary we will
also be running not one but two series conferences: the
first of these will be in April when we will return to Derby
for a day considering the armies and enemies of Napoleon,
but then in September we will head north of the border
for a special conference, organized in conjunction with the
Battle of Prestonpans (1745) Heritage Trust, the British
Commission for Military History, and the Society of Army
Historical Research. This will take place at Prestonpans
itself as part of the 275th commemorations of the Jacobite
victory, and will address all aspects of the campaigns
of 1745 and 1746. All being well, we hope to have the
proceedings of the conference ready to launch in time for
the commemorations at Culloden in April 2021. ◆
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From the Battlefield to
the Big Screen
My life as a military film consultant
Andy Robertshaw
I joined the newly formed Sealed Knot in 1969 when a
‘regiment’ was formed at my school in Romford, and I
attended my first ‘Muster’ in the summer of 1970. It is ironic
that this event was in Wye in Kent; we must have passed
the front door of my current home when travelling to the
Muster. Aged just 14 I was hooked, and continued with
the hobby in the short-lived Great Rebellion Society when
my family moved to Suffolk. Then from 1975 I became a
member of the English Civil War Society, serving on both
sides at various times, before leaving to form the domestic
history group The History Re-enactment Workshop. I
championed Live Interpretation while Head of Education
at the National Army Museum from 1989 to 2007 and, in
2000, set up an outreach team based on the work of the
RAMC in the Great War.
As a spin off from this work I became the uniform
and combat advisor for the television series ‘Two Men in
a Trench’. This led to an increasing number of television
appearances, sometimes in military uniform, but latterly
in my ‘Military Historian’ order of dress. During this time
I dressed both Phil Harding from ‘Time Team’ and Suggs
from ‘Madness’ as members of the Home Guard, and Neil
Oliver and Tony Pollard as combatants at Edgehill in 1642.
They were both based at the time in Glasgow – neither
was prepared to wear an orange sash on screen! During all
these years I was never a member of the armed forces, but
attachments to depots such as the Infantry Training Centre,
now the School of Infantry, at Catterick meant that my
honorary rank came in useful. I worked with large numbers
of serving soldiers as a lecturer and consultant, and spent a
good deal of time living in various messes.
One aspect of the archeological series that I became
involved with was the supervision of ‘Back Story’
reconstructions. I spent a week living in a motel west of
Toronto training supporting artists/extras to be German
while assisting with trench-building and providing general
military advice. Emboldened by this experience, I decided
to make contact with the production filming ‘War Horse’ in
2010. By then I had many contacts in the industry and two
of them recommended me to Steven Spielberg’s Assistant
Director, Adam Sumner. What followed was a visit to the
16
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studio, not in sunny California, but at Longcross on the
junction of the M25 and M3 and an interview with Adam.
As this took place in a corridor outside a meeting room full
of Heads of Department and lasted ten minutes at most, no
one was more surprised than me that I was offered the post
of Military Consultant. The key point was that I had to have
an agent. A call to Canada resulted in one being acquired
by the next morning, before I admitted that I knew nothing

Andy on set.

about cavalry in the Great War. The Production team
accepted my proposal that my friend David Kenyon should
supervise the horsey elements whilst I dealt with trenches!
What followed was a crash course in consulting for
Steven Spielberg and a bit of on screen performance. Within
days, or so it seemed, I was having lunch with Richard Curtis
and discussing the screenplay, training supporting artists
in British and German drill and consulting on building
trenches and uniforms for appropriate units. Having
watched the cavalry scenes at Stratfield Saye as an observer,
I had a ‘Baptism of fire’ during the No Man’s Land trench
sequences at Wisley just off the A3. My first day was spent
in the uniform of the film crew – black North Face clothing.
However, it was clear this did not work. The frequent calls
for my advice meant that I was continually running on to
location, then off before filming could commence. By day
two a solution was found. I was in uniform! Variously British
and German to suit the scene, an officer one day and an
elderly storm trooper the next. It was great fun and I got
paid as a consultant as well as an extra!
It was hard work, immediate answers were required and
there was little time to think. However the key point was
clear and this has been repeated on later productions. You
are consulted if the Director wants an opinion and this may
be ignored. If a decision has already been made there is little
you can do to change artistic decisions or those related to

the narrative. To date I have worked with an art director that
didn’t like the look of bell tents and another who disliked
corrugated iron and would not have it in the trenches. The
artillery pieces in the dramatic scene where they are dragged
uphill by horses in ‘War Horse’ could have fired over the
obstacle and remained in cover. But this was a key part of
the original novel and had to go in the film.
Please bear in mind next time you shout at the
screen, large or small, that consultants and advisers are
just that. They have little authority in a multimillion-dollar
production. What would be historically unacceptable in a
documentary may actually be necessary in a drama.
Finally, even if you are at the studio for months and on
site every day, you may not be present when major scenes
are filmed in the studio or a remote location. Worse still,
if an error was made on the first day of filming, getting
entire scenes re-filmed because a bit of kit was in the wrong
place is simply not going to happen! It can be frustrating
but for every frustration there is immense satisfaction in
seeing a piece of military history come off the printed page
and on to the screen. That said, I now have three films to
watch in the coming months with no idea what might be
glaringly obvious on the big screen. I do not enjoy Cast and
Crew previews, but these are the two occasions when the
audiences stay until the very last credit has scrolled up the
screen! ◆

Andy in action.
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Napoleon's Admirals
Richard Humble

An entirely new appraisal of the Anglo-French
naval war of 1793-1814: the longest sea war in
modern history, and the admirals who fought it
for Napoleon.
9781612008080 • £35.00 • Hardback

German Fighter
Aircraft in World War I
Mark C. Wilkins

Includes unpublished images including
photographs of surviving aircraft, archive
images, and uses models and replicas to show
the details of aircraft that were kept top secret
during the war.
9781612006192 • £29.99 • Hardback

THE FLAG
Andrew Richards

Story of Revd David Railton MC, who after his
harrowing experiences as a chaplain on the
Western Front conceived the idea of the Tomb of
the Unknown Warrior.
9781612007496 • £12.99 • New in Paperback
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The Battlefield of
Arroyomolinos
Andrew Bamford
Helion author Robert Griffith has just returned from a visit
to the Peninsular War battlefields researching his new book,
At the Point of the Bayonet: The Battles of Arroyomolinos
& Almaraz, due out in late 2020 as part of Helion’s From
Reason to Revolution series.
On the morning of 28 October 1811, a French
division commanded by Général de Division Jean-Baptiste
Girard was forming up outside the small Spanish village
of Arroyomolinos. The baggage filled the narrow streets
and many of the troops were finishing their breakfasts. As
Girard was still in his quarters getting dressed he heard the
unmistakable sound of bagpipes echoing along the village
streets, as the pipers of the 92nd (Gordon Highlanders)
began to play ‘Hey! Johnnie Cope, are ye waukin’ yet’.
A mixed Spanish, Portuguese and British force
commanded by Lieutenant General Rowland Hill had
managed to spring one of the most successful surprise
attacks of the Peninsular War. While one British infantry
brigade stormed into the village with bayonets fixed, allied
cavalry charged the French troops already formed up. Girard
managed to rally his men outside the village and began a
rapid retreat but another British brigade outflanked him and
blocked off his line of retreat. The only option was for the
French to flee up the slopes of the hills behind the village.

Girard escaped with only around 500 men; 1,400 French
were taken prisoner and around 500 killed. Allied losses were
fewer than 20 dead and 100 wounded. The victory secured

A view back to the church along Calle Cervantes, the
road down which the bulk of the French retreated.

Arroyomolinos, seen from the road from Alcuéscar. The church is at the centre of the village.
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Hill a knighthood
and cemented his
reputation as one of
Wellington’s most able
subordinates.
Today,
Arroyomolinos is much
as it was. The village
has expanded only
slightly and most of
the land is still given
over to olive and cork
groves, bounded by
The shallow valley of the river Aljucén on the road from Alcuéscar, showing the rise
dry-stone walls. Behind
towards Arroyomolinos, where Hill gathered his troops prior to the attack.
the village the Sierra
de Montánchez rise to
nearly 1,000m. Park at
the end Calle Hernán
Cortés and you are
where the 92nd entered
the village. It is best to
walk from there. Once
you have performed
a 95 degree turn in a
cobbled street only just
wide enough for your
The area near the lake over which the French marched from the village, moving
hire car while amused
left to right, hoping to get around the end of the line of hills.
locals look on, you
learn not to trust your
sat-nav when it directs
you into the heart of a
village.
Continue to the
16th Century church
and then through
the centre to Calle
Cervantes, along which
the French fled to the
last of the houses.
You can see the road
they took, leading off
A closer look at the slopes up which the Girard escaped. With such good defensive
terrain it is perhaps surprising that allied casualties were not higher.
into the love and cork
able to appreciate another significant factor – the weather.
groves. Head back to your car and drive down the road that
I visited on a glorious September day with a clear blue sky.
skirts the village to a small park near a lake. This is where the
On the day of the battle the tops of the hills were hidden by
flanking column caught up with Girard and forced him into
cloud and the C.O. of the 92nd called it the worst morning
the hills. Somewhere up there lies an imperial eagle; lost and
for wind and rain he had known, which is quite a statement
never found.
coming from a Scot! ◆
It is easy to appreciate how the terrain influenced the
flow of the battle, but unless you are very lucky you won’t be
20 www.helion.co.uk
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The Battlefields Trust
Julian Humphries
Nearly everyone in the UK
lives within half an hour’s
drive of a battlefield. Some,
like Hastings, Bosworth and
Culloden, are familiar to
many. Others are relatively
unknown. Yet the battles
fought on them all played
their part in shaping the way that we live today. Founded
in 1991, the Battlefields Trust is a UK charity which aims
to ensure that these priceless historical sites are preserved
for everyone to understand and enjoy, both now and in the
future.
The Trusts supports the work of local battlefield
societies where they exist, and campaigns both locally and
nationally in a bid to defend battlefields from inappropriate
development or even destruction. Indeed, the potential
threat to battlefields was all-too-graphically demonstrated
a year ago when, despite a nationwide
campaign led by the Trust, the Richard III
Society and others, planning permission was
granted for the construction of a driverless
car testing track on part of the iconic
battlefield of Bosworth. Though the Trust
was ultimately unsuccessful in its opposition
to the proposed development, the furore
surrounding the application did raise the
profile of Britain’s battlefields. It also led
the Government Department responsible
for planning matters to amend its guidance
on planning applications affecting
registered battlefields and suggest that
local authorities consider contacting the
Battlefields Trust for advice when examining
such applications.
The Battlefields Trust works hard to
make the most of the educational and
recreational potential of battlefields. Its
members have helped set up information
boards at sites across Britain, including
Bramham and Marston Moor in Yorkshire,
Stoke in Nottinghamshire and Newbury
in Berkshire. It has prepared printed and
online battlefield trails for visitors to follow,
downloadable education packs for teachers


and the resource centre on its website is a superb source of
information for anyone studying or visiting a battlefield.
Over the years the Battlefields Trust has made a major
contribution to our understanding of both where and
how historic battles were fought. It led the project which
identified the actual site of the battlefield of Bosworth
and is currently involved in research projects at the Wars of
the Roses battlefield of Mortimer’s Cross and the Civil War
battlefields of Stow on the Wold and Cheriton. At the latter
it is working in partnership with the University of Winchester
to provide training in battlefield archaeology for its degree
students .
Joining the Trust is an excellent way of learning more
about British battles and battlefields. Many of its members
are experts in their field and are happy to share their
knowledge. In addition to publishing a quarterly magazine
for its members, the Trust stages regular talks, study days
and conferences across the country and there’s an extensive

Cheriton students.

Cheriton.
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programme of guided battlefield walks. Members can also
become part of local groups, dedicated to the care and
interpretation of an individual battlefields.
Please join us now – you’ll be making a personal

and positive contribution towards the preservation and
promotion of Britain’s wonderful battlefield heritage. For
more details please visit our website at www.battlefields
trust.com ◆

Flodden cross.

Langport

Flodden battlefield trai.

Weston Zoyland
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An Ilyushin Il-76 transport of the Indian Air Force seen on arrival at Palali AB, in northern Sri Lanka, while involved in the
air-bridge that brought the Indian Peace-Keeping Force to the island, in July 1987. (Albert Grandolini Collection)

Tigers in Paradise
Tom Cooper
The devastating terrorist attack of April 2019 shocked the
World, making Sri Lanka reappear in the headlines of the
global media where it spent most of the 1980s, 1990s, and
2000s when a fierce civil war destroyed much of this popular
tourist destination.
The Sri Lankan War initially pitted the – utterly
unprepared – armed forces against a wide array of Tamil
insurgent groups, until one of the latter, the Liberation
Tigers of Tamil Eelam, largely destroyed its rivals and
converted to the dominant militant Tamil movement. By
1990, once the Indian Peace Keeping Force withdrew from
Sri Lanka, the LTTE turned part of its armed wing into a
semi-conventional force and gradually developed new
tactics and new weapons, earning itself the reputation
of being one of the most innovative armed forces ever
and a forebear of today’s ‘hybrid military organization’.
Independent from any foreign ‘godfathers’ it easily exploited
every single advantage that offered itself in the post-Cold
War globalised world.
Annihilated in 2009, the LTTE’s military legacy is still
widely felt, to the point where none of the more recent
tactics deployed by the notorious Daesh (a colloquial
designation for the so-called Islamic State, IS/ISIS/ISIL/
IGIL) should have surprised anyone: most of them had
already been created and widely applied by the Tamil
Tigers. Indeed – and almost surprisingly for an insurgent
group – the LTTE’s military machinery converted itself into


a highly professional force, commanded by officers not
only well-versed in combat tactics, but students of military
history, including such battles as Stalingrad, or D-Day in

Havildar (Sergeant), Sikh Regiment, IPKF, Trincomalee, 1989
Some of most traditions-rich and most decorated infantry
units of the Indian Army are the Sikh regiments are, exclusively
from soldiers of the Sikh ethnic group, recruited mainly in
the Indiane federal states of Jat and Punjab. This veteran of
the 1971 Indo-Pakistani War is shown wearing the standard
green uniform of the Indian Army, issued in late 1980s. Unlike
other units, the Sikhs are permitted to grow a beard and wear
the turban over their long hair, along their traditions: turban
is replaced by a regular beret only for soldiers that decided
to cut their hair. A colourful red badge (used by the Indian
Army whenever serving abroad) is worn on the shoulder, and
decorations – including the High Altitude Service Medal, the
Sena Medla and the Siachen Glacier Medal – on the left breast
pocket. Insets are showing the Sikh Regiment cap badge and the
Sikh Regiment Shoulder Title. (Artworks by Anderson Subtil)
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Considered an ‘anti-armour’ platform, the Mil Mi-25 helicopters of the
No. 125 Helicopter Unit, Indian Air Force, saw intensive counterinsurgency
operations while deployed in Sri Lanka. (Albert Grandolini Collection)

It is for all these reasons that we dedicate
lots of space to this topic in the Asia@War
series. Published in the summer of 2018,
volume 1 covers the period 1971-1987, when
this was still a small-scale, low intensity but
highly complex war. Volume 2, published in
2019, provides a detailed reconstruction of the
Indian military intervention by the Indian Peace
Keeping Force during 1987-1990 – an affair
that provided a text book example of how fast
a peacekeeping operation can turn into fullscale warfare. Volume 3, to follow in 2020, will
detail the so-called Eelam War II, fought from
1990-1994, when this conflict underwent one
of its most tragic phases, and transformed into a
semi-conventional war. ◆

Almost legendary for their performances while serving with the British Army,
the Ghurkhas also served – and still serve – with the Indian Army. These were
the troops of the 5th Ghurkha Regiment, many stories of which are told in the
Paradise Afire, Volume 2, confirming their fame. (Albert Grandolini Collection)

1944. Unsurprisingly, through the late 1990s, thanks to the
build-up of its naval wing, the Sea Tigers developed their
ability to launch complex amphibious operations, while, to
compensate for the lack of man- and firepower, it deployed
suicide bombers (so-called ‘Black Tigers’) at a scale unheard
of since the end of the Second World War.
Crucially, the Sri Lankan armed forces which always
operated on a shoestring budget, also had to learn to
deal deal with a truly redoubtable foe. Despite countless
difficulties, possibly thanks to the emergence of farsighted,
avant-garde individuals within its officer corps they
gradually developed extremely innovative tactics and
strategies. Overall, the decades-long Sri Lankan War offers
countless lessons in how to build up, develop and operate
armed forces despite limited funding, lack of resources and
manpower, and despite all odds.
24 www.helion.co.uk
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Ghurkha Soldier, 11 Ghurkha Rifles, IPKF, 1990
The Ghurkhas of Nepal are famous for their centenary
connection with the British Army. It is little known that many
more Ghurkhas are serving in no less than 39 battalions in seven
regiments of the Indian Army, including one with the Frontier
Force, known locally as ‘Gorkhas’. This trooper of the 11 Ghurkha
Marine Rifles is easily identified by the metail insignia attached
to his green beret, something inherited from the colonial times.
He is shown wearing the typical Indian Army combat uniform
of the late 1980s, which was drawing many features present in
the British military, including the canvas belt (copy of the 1937
British Army model). While not similar to the British pattern,
the camouflage fabric is coloured in the pattern of overlapping
palm leaves, known as the Disruptive Pattern Material (DPM).
His weapon is 1A1, a 7.62mm rifle: a modified version of the
L1A1 self-loading rifle manufactured by the state-owned
Ordnance Factory Trichy. Tight to the waist is the menacing
Kukri – traditional blade in Nepal. (Artwork by Anderson Subtil)
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HEL 0848

ISBN 9781912866151

ISBN 9781912174119

HEL 0974

GALLIPOLI: THE EGERTON DIARIES
Wolverhampton Military Studies

ISBN 9781912390830

ISBN 9781912390847
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www.helion.co.uk
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0121 705 3393

NEW AND FORTHCOMING HELION TITLES

HEL 1028

HEL 1177

ISBN 9781911628347

ISBN 9781913118280

HEL 1987

HEL 1078

ISBN 9781912390960

ISBN 9781911628859

If you can’t find what you’re looking for, please contact us directly and we will do our best to help you. 
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NEW AND FORTHCOMING HELION TITLES
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HEL

HEL 0853

ISBN 10369781911628422

ISBN 9781912174164

HEL 1104

HEL 0980

ISBN 9781912866120

ISBN 9781912390892

www.helion.co.uk

|

0121 705 3393

NEW AND FORTHCOMING HELION TITLES

HEL 1088

HEL 1085

ISBN 9781911628958

ISBN 9781911628927

HEL 0843

HEL 1089

ISBN 9781912174065

ISBN 9781911628965

If you can’t find what you’re looking for, please contact us directly and we will do our best to help you. 
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NEW AND FORTHCOMING HELION TITLES
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HEL 1091

HEL 1114

ISBN 9781911628989

ISBN 9781912866236

HEL 1115

HEL 1113

ISBN 9781912866243

ISBN 9781912866229

www.helion.co.uk

|

0121 705 3393

BOOK COVER DESIGN
BATTLEFIELD MAPS
GRAPHIC DESIGN

LOGOS, BROCHURES, LEAFLETS, ADVERTS,
DISPLAY GRAPHICS & MORE...

AIRCRAFT PROFILE DRAWINGS
Commission a detailed profile drawing
of the aircraft you or your relatives
operated during military service.
•
•
•
•

E INFO@BATTLEFIELD-DESIGN.CO.UK
W WWW.BATTLEFIELD-DESIGN.CO.UK
T 07972 378994

I

BattlefieldGD

Current or historical subjects
Rotary and fixed-wing
High quality giclée printing
The perfect gift!

Visit our merchandise store for a wide
range of T shirts, mugs and much more
www.redbubble.com/people/battlefieldgd

Unit 8 Amherst Business Centre, Budbrooke Road, Warwick CV34 5WE, England
t 01926 499 619 • f 0121 711 4075
E info@helion.co.uk www.helion.co.uk t @helionbooks B http://blog.helion.co.uk/

